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Optofluidic ptychography on a chip 

Pengming Song,‡a Chengfei Guo,‡*a Shaowei Jiang,‡a Tianbo Wang,a Patrick Hu,b Derek Hu,c 
Zibang Zhang,a Bin Feng,a and Guoan Zheng*a 

We report the implementation of a fully on-chip, lensless 
microscopy technique termed optofluidic ptychography. This 
imaging modality complements the miniaturization provided by 
microfluidics and allows the integration of ptychographic 
microscopy into various lab-on-a-chip devices. In our prototype, we 
place a microfluidic channel on the top surface of a coverslip and 
coat the bottom surface with a scattering layer. The channel and 
the coated coverslip substrate are then placed on top of an image 
sensor for diffraction data acquisition. Similar to the operation of 
flow cytometer, the device utilizes microfluidic flow to deliver 
specimens across the channel. The diffracted light from the flowing 
objects is modulated by the scattering layer and recorded by the 
image sensor for ptychographic reconstruction, where high-
resolution quantitative complex images are recovered from the 
diffraction measurements. By using an image sensor with a 1.85 µm 
pixel size, our device can resolve the 550 nm linewidth on the 
resolution target. We validate the device by imaging different types 
of biospecimens, including C. elegans, yeast cells, paramecium, and 
closterium sp. We also demonstrate high-resolution ptychographic 
reconstruction at a video framerate of 30 frames per second. The 
reported technique can address a wide range of biomedical needs 
and engenders new ptychographic imaging innovations in a flow 
cytometer configuration. 

Introduction
Optofluidic platforms bring microfluidics and optics together to 
create highly versatile systems that can be incorporated into 
lab-on-a-chip devices1-7. Combining fluids and light has 

produced various creative devices in the past decade, including 
optofluidic laser8, configurable optofluidic prism9, tunable 
optofluidic switch10, lensless optofluidic microscopy11-15, among 
others. In parallel with the development of optofluidic 
technologies, ptychography has emerged as an enabling 
coherent diffraction imaging (CDI) approach for X-ray and 
electron microscopy. The original concept was developed to 
address the phase problem of crystallography16. Its modern 
form was brought to fruition by adopting the framework of 
iterative phase retrieval17. In a typical implementation17-23, the 
specimen is laterally translated through a spatially confined 
illumination beam and the diffraction patterns are recorded at 
the reciprocal space. The reconstruction process iteratively 
imposes two sets of constraints. The confined illumination 
beam limits the physical extent of the object for each 
measurement and serves as the support constraint in the real 
space. The diffraction measurements serve as the Fourier 
magnitude constraints in the reciprocal space. In the visible 
region, it is possible to swap the real space and the reciprocal 
space using a lens. The development of Fourier ptychography is 
an example in this direction24, 25. In the past decade, 
ptychography has become an indispensable imaging tool in 
most synchrotron and national laboratories worldwide26, 27. 

Here we report an integrated ptychographic imaging 
technique termed optofluidic ptychography. This new imaging 
modality complements the miniaturization provided by 
microfluidics and allows the integration of ptychographic 
microscopy into various lab-on-a-chip devices. To the best of 
our knowledge, it is the first fully on-chip implementation of 
ptychography by integrating the concept of flow cytometer and 
ptychographic CDI. To facilitate this development, we report a 
procedure to accurately track the positional shift of the objects 
passing through the microfluidic channel, thereby eliminating 
the requirement for precise positioning in traditional 
ptychographic implementations. By using an image sensor with 
a 1.85 µm pixel size, our device can resolve the 550 nm 
linewidth on the resolution target and recover the object phase 
in a quantitative manner. We validate our device by imaging 
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different types of biospecimens, including C. elegans, yeast cells, 
paramecium, and closterium sp. We also develop a procedure to 
recover high-resolution video of objects passing through the channel, 
where the interaction between the fluid and the object can be 
monitored in high resolution. The combination of ptychography and 
microfluidic techniques in a flow cytometer configuration is a 
significant step towards a cost-effective, chip-scale imaging solution 
that addresses the needs of biomedical and biological sciences. 

Methods
Optofluidic ptychography

Figure 1 shows the operation principle and the prototype device of 
the optofluidic ptychography technique. As shown in Fig. 1a, we 
place a microfluidic channel on the top surface of a coverslip and coat 
the bottom surface with a scattering layer. The channel and the 
coated coverslip substrate are then placed on top of an image sensor 
for diffraction data acquisition. Similar to the operation of flow 
cytometer, the device utilizes microfluidic flow to deliver specimens 
across the channel. The diffracted light from the flowing objects 
is modulated by the scattering layer and recorded by the image 
sensor. The scattering layer serves as a computational lens28-32 for 
the ptychographic imaging process33-36, where high-resolution 
quantitative complex object images are recovered from the 
diffraction intensity measurements. The translation of the specimen 
by microfluidic flow allows the object exit wave to be probed by 
different parts of the scattering layer, thereby providing phase 
diversity measurements37 and enabling sub-pixel resolving 
capability12, 13, 35. The bottom panel of Fig. 1a shows the captured raw 
images and the corresponding ptychographic reconstructions of 
intensity and phase.  

Our prototype device is shown in Fig. 1b-1d, where we use a 
monochrome image sensor with a 1.85 µm pixel size for diffraction 
data acquisition (Sony IMX 226). The images are acquired at 30 
frames per second as the objects flow across the channel. Figure 1c 
shows the microfluidic channel and the coverslip substrate. The 
channel width is 5 mm and the channel height is 0.5 mm. On the 
bottom surface of the coverslip substrate, we coat a thin layer of 
polystyrene beads as the scattering lens (Fig. 1c). The distance 
between the scattering layer and the sensing surface of the 
image sensor is ~1 mm. We also note that the microfluidic 
channel does not need to be tilted at the x-y plane for pixel 
super resolution imaging as demonstrated in the lensless 
optofluidic microscope12, 13, 15.  Instead, we bypass the 
resolution limit defined by the pixel size via the scattering layer 
and the sub-sampling model in ptychographic reconstruction38. 
Figure 1d shows the entire prototype device in operation, 
where we couple a 532 nm diode laser to a single-mode fiber 
for sample illumination. The measured intensity at the detector 
plane is ~15 mW. Compared to LED illumination, the use of laser 
beam allows us to shorten the exposure time to <0.2 ms, 
addressing the motion blur issue in the image acquisition 
process. 

Electrokinetic flow and pressure-driven flow

As shown in Fig. 1d, we employ two techniques to drive the objects 
across the channel: electrokinetic flow and pressure-driven flow11. 
For electrokinetic flow, we apply a DC voltage of ~36 V between the 
inlet and outlet in Fig. 1d, and the flow speed is 40-80 µm/s. 
Electrokinetic flow can be used for relatively small size objects such 
as cells or cell clusters. It can minimize sample rotation during the 
translation process. For pressure-driven flow, we simply inject the 

Fig. 1 Operating principle of optofluidic ptychography. (a) A microfluidic channel is placed on the top surface of a coverslip. The 
bottom surface is coated with a scattering layer. The channel and the coated coverslip substrate are then placed on top of an 
image sensor for diffraction data acquisition. Similar to the operation of flow cytometer, the device utilizes microfluidic flow to 
deliver specimens across the channel. The diffracted light from the flowing objects is modulated by the scattering layer and 
recorded by the image sensor for ptychographic reconstruction. (b) The image sensor mounted on an acrylic case. (c) The 
microfluidic channel and the coverslip substrate with scattering layer coating. (d) The prototype device where we translate the 
specimens by either electrokinetic flow or pressure-driven flow.  
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sample with liquid in the inlet and create a pressure difference 
between the two ends of the microfluidic channel. The flow speed is 
100-400 µm/s. An object flowing in the channel will receive a torque 
from the parabolic velocity profile caused by the nonslip boundary 
condition on the channel sidewalls. For both electrokinetic flow and 
pressure-driven flow, we typically acquire 90 raw images in ~3 
seconds for ptychographic reconstruction. As we will demonstrate 
later, both the transverse translational shift and the rotation angle 
need to be inferred from the raw diffraction measurements.     

Tracking the flowing objects

In a regular ptychographic implementation, the positional shift can 
be directly obtained from the mechanical stages. In our device, both 
electrokinetic flow and pressure-driven flow induce non-uniform 
positional shift and sample rotation. The scattering layer of our 
device further modulates the diffracted light from the objects. Thus, 
it is challenging to directly recover the positional shift and rotation 
via correlation analysis12, 33. 

In our implementation, we first average all measurements and 
get an initial estimate of the scattering layer. The captured raw 
images are divided by this estimate to remove the modulation 
pattern. We then digitally propagate the processed raw images to 
the plane of the microfluidic channel; the phase is assumed to be 0 
as an approximation. This process is the same as that in digital in-line 
holography39. Figure S1 shows the difference between the raw image 
(Fig. S1a), the raw image divided by the estimate of the scattering 
layer (Fig. S1b), the digital in-line holographic reconstruction (Fig. 
S1c), and the final super-resolution ptychographic reconstruction 
(Fig. S1e). Based on the digital in-line holographic reconstruction, the 
positional shift and the rotation angle can be recovered using the 
following optimization procedure:

,   (1)(𝑥𝑖,𝑦𝑖 ,𝜃𝑖) =
arg 𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑥𝑖,𝑦𝑖 ,𝜃𝑖
∑

(𝑥,𝑦) ∈ 𝐶[𝑇 𝑥𝑖,𝑦𝑖 ,𝜃𝑖{𝑂1(𝑥,𝑦)} ― 𝑂𝑖(𝑥,𝑦)]2

where  is the digital in-line holographic reconstruction for the 𝑂𝑖(𝑥,𝑦)
ith captured image . In our implementation, 𝐼𝑖(𝑥,𝑦) 𝑂𝑖(𝑥,𝑦) =

, where ‘J’ is the total number of |𝑠𝑞𝑟𝑡(
𝐼𝑖(𝑥,𝑦)

∑𝐽
𝑗 = 1

𝐼𝑗(𝑥,𝑦) 𝐽
) ∗ 𝑃𝑆𝐹𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑒( ― 𝑑)|

the captured images. ‘*’ denotes the convolution operation. We use 
 to model the point spread function (PSF) for free-space 𝑃𝑆𝐹𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑒(𝑑)

propagation over a distance d, and the negative sign means back-
propagation to the plane of the microfluidic channel. The image 
summation in Eq. (1) is performed over the region C of the tracked 
object and  is a transform operation of an image with 𝑇 𝑥𝑖,𝑦𝑖 ,𝜃𝑖{ ∙ }
transverse positional shifts and rotation. Based on the two digital in-
line holographic reconstructions  and , Eq. (1) aims to 𝑂1(𝑥,𝑦) 𝑂𝑖(𝑥,𝑦)
recover the relative transverse positional shift ( , ) and the 𝑥𝑖 𝑦𝑖

rotation angle  between them. The detailed implementation and 𝜃𝑖

the closed-form solution40 of  in Eq. (1) can be found in (𝑥𝑖,𝑦𝑖 ,𝜃𝑖)
Supplementary Note 1. We note that the transform  𝑇 𝑥𝑖,𝑦𝑖 ,𝜃𝑖{ ∙ }
discussed above assumes a rigid object. It is possible to further 
consider the object's internal distortion or bending using a more 
general transform.

Figure 2 shows a typical tracking result using the optimization 
process in Eq. (1). Figures 2a and 2b show recovered transverse 
positional shifts and the rotation angle of a C. elegans under the 
pressure-driven flow. Figure S2 shows the tracking results of yeast 
cells under the electrokinetic flow. The same procedure has also 
been applied to a resolution target in our characterization 
experiment in a later section. 

Ptychographic reconstruction

With the recovered , we can perform ptychographic (𝑥𝑖,𝑦𝑖 ,𝜃𝑖)
reconstruction using the captured raw images. All previous 
ptychographic implementations only consider object translation in 
the acquisition process. One key consideration of the reported 
platform is that we need to properly model both the translation and 
rotation of the object. The forward imaging model of our optofluidic 
ptychography platform can be expressed as

 ,     (2)𝐼𝑖(𝑥,𝑦) = |𝑇 𝑥𝑖,𝑦𝑖 ,𝜃𝑖{𝐸(𝑥, 𝑦)} ∗ 𝑃𝑆𝐹𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑒(𝑑1) ∙ 𝐷(𝑥,𝑦)
∗ 𝑃𝑆𝐹𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑒(𝑑2) ∗ 𝑃𝑆𝐹𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙 |2

↓𝑀

Fig. 2 Tracking of the positional shift and the rotation angle of objects passing through the channel. (a) The tracked positional 
shifts of a C. elegan passing through the channel via pressure-driven flow. (b) The rotation angle of the C. elegan. (c) The raw 
images are processed to generate digital in-line holographic reconstruction for the tracking process (also refer to Fig. S1). The 
background of the raw images shows two C. elegan sticked to the bottom of the channel, causing the flowing C. elegan to rotate. 
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where  is the jth captured image,  is the exit wave of 𝑰𝒋(𝒙, 𝒚) 𝑬(𝒙, 𝒚)
the complex object,  is the complex profile of the scattering 𝑫(𝒙, 𝒚)
layer, ‘ ’ stands for point-wise multiplication, and we use  ∙ 𝑷𝑺𝑭𝒑𝒊𝒙𝒆𝒍

to model the PSF of the pixel response. Due to the relatively large 
pixel size, the captured image is a down-sampled version of the 
diffraction pattern, and we use ‘ ’ in the subscript of Eq. (2) to ↓𝑴
represent this down-sampling process. The ptychographic 
reconstruction process aims to recover  from measurements 𝑬(𝒙, 𝒚)

 (j = 1,2,3…). 𝑰𝒋(𝒙, 𝒚)
As shown in Fig. S3, conventional image rotation via spatial 

interpolation is not a reversible operation. Therefore, it will 
accumulate interpolation error as we perform image rotation many 
times during the iterative reconstruction process. In Supplementary 
Note 2, we discuss the detailed implementation of Fourier 
interpolation method41 for image rotation that is reversible. We also 
note that object translation in ptychographic reconstruction is also 
implemented in the Fourier domain42 with sub-pixel accuracy. 
Therefore, the employed image rotation operation is fully 
compatible with the current routine by adding shearing operations 
in the Fourier domain. The entire reconstruction process is similar to 
that in near-field Fourier ptychography43, with the speckle patterned 
replaced by the profile of the scattering layer. The rotation operation 
can be added to the translation process in the Fourier domain. For 
different objects tracked over the field of view of the microfluidic 
channel, we can recover their corresponding translation and rotation 
for reconstruction, similar to that demonstrated in Ref. 44.  

Results
Characterization of imaging performance  

We first validate the imaging performance of the prototype 
device using both a resolution target and a quantitative phase 
target in Fig. 3. In equivalent to the object translation within the 
channel, we move the targets across the coverslip substrate and 
acquire the diffraction measurements for reconstruction. The 
same tracking process discussed in the previous section is 
employed. 

Fig. 3 Validation using a resolution and a phase target. Raw 
images (a-b) and the reconstruction (c-d) of the two targets. We 
can resolve the 550 nm linewidth of the resolution target.  

Fig. 4 Optofluidic ptychographic reconstruction using electrokinetic flow. (a) Captured raw image for yeast cells and paramecium 
cells. (b) The recovered intensity and phase images based on 90 raw measurements and 3 iterations of the ptychographic process. 
(c-d) Images of the same species captured using a regular microscope with a 10×, 0.45 NA objective (not the same cells in b). 
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Figure 3a-3b show the captured raw images of the targets. 
Figure 3c-3d show the ptychographic reconstructions using 500 
raw images and 5 iterations of the phase retrieval process. From 
Fig. 3c, we can resolve the 550 nm linewidth of group 9, element 
6 of the target. In this demonstration, we obtain a 3.4-fold 
resolution gain using the image sensor with a 1.85 µm pixel size. 
For the recovered phase image, we also compare it to the 
ground truth phase in Fig. 3d, where they are in good 
agreement with each other. This experiment validates the 
super-resolution performance and the quantitative nature of 
the reported platform. Figure S4 shows the recovered complex 
profile of the scattering layer from a calibration experiment. 
Figure S5 further shows the recovered images of the resolution 
target with different numbers of raw measurements.   

Imaging with electrokinetic and pressure-driven flows  

Figure 4 shows the imaging performance using the electro-
kinetic flow. The captured raw images of yeast cells and 
paramecium cells are shown in Fig. 4a, and their ptychographic 
reconstructions are shown in Fig. 4b. In Fig. 4c, we show the 
images of the same species captured using a regular microscope 
platform with a 10×, 0.45 NA objective lens. We can see that the 
ptychographic reconstruction has a similar image quality as that 
of the regular microscope platform. In Fig. 5, we show the 
imaging performance of our device using the pressure-driven 
flow. The captured raw images of C. elegans and closterium sp 
are shown in Fig. 5a, and their ptychographic reconstructions 
are shown in Fig. 5b. In Fig. 5c, we also show the images of the 

same species captured using a regular microscope platform 
with a 10×, 0.45 NA objective lens. 

Fig. 6 Cytometric analysis of cell length and width from the 
optofluidic ptychographic reconstructions.  

In the pressure-driven flow experiment, we also perform a 
cytometric analysis of the objects passing through the channel. 

Fig. 4 Optofluidic ptychographic reconstruction using electrokinetic flow. (a) Captured raw images for yeast cells and paramecium 
cells. (b) The recovered intensity and phase images using the optofluidic ptychography platform. (c)-(d) Images captured using a 
regular microscope platform with a 10×, 0.45 NA objective lens. 

Fig. 5 Optofluidic ptychographic reconstruction using pressure-driven flow. (a) Captured raw images for C. elegans and closterium 
sp. (b) The recovered intensity and phase images based on 90 raw measurements and 3 iterations of the ptychographic process. 
(c-d) Images of the same species captured using a regular microscope with a 10×, 0.45 NA objective (not the same cells in b). 
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With a ~5-min dataset, we have identified ~1000 closterium sp 
in our experiment and Fig. 6 shows the measured length and 
width of the cells. The integration of ptychography with flow 
cytometry may open up new possibilities for high-throughput 
cell analysis and screening.

Ptychographic reconstruction at 30 frames per second  

The optofluidic ptychography platform can also recover high-
resolution videos of the objects as they flow across the channel 
and interact with the fluid. This can be accomplished using a 
sliding window sampling approach12 in combination with the 
optofluidic ptychographic reconstruction. In Fig. 7 and Movie S1, 
we demonstrate the reconstruction of a high-resolution video 
of closterium sp flowing across the channel. To reconstruct the 
video, we choose the first 100 raw images and recover the first 
high-resolution object image with 3 iterations. This 
reconstruction is then used as an initial guess for the next 
reconstruction with the 101st frame. The process is repeated for 
all subsequent frames. The reconstructions shown in Fig. 7 are 
obtained from the sequence of the reconstruction.  

Super-resolution optofluidic ptychographic reconstruction 
at the camera framerate may find many practical applications, 
including monitoring the dynamic behaviour of a sample, 
tracking rotation and deformation of cells, and creation of 
synthetic ‘video zoom’ where a region of interest within the 
video sequence can be enlarged and enhanced12. 

Discussion and conclusion
In summary, we have demonstrated a fully on-chip, lensless 
microscopy imaging technique termed optofluidic 
ptychography. This new imaging modality complements the 

miniaturization provided by microfluidics and allows the 
integration of high-resolution ptychographic microscopy into 
various lab-on-a-chip devices. To the best of our knowledge, it 
is the first demonstration of ptychography in a flow cytometer 
configuration. We develop a procedure for tracking the object 
motion within the microfluidic channel. This procedure can be 
useful for other ptychographic implementations where the 
object motion needs to be precisely recovered for the phase 
retrieval process. We also demonstrate the use of a sliding 
window strategy to perform high-resolution ptychographic 
reconstruction at 30 frames per second. This strategy has the 
potentials to monitor dynamic behaviours of cells and slow-
moving objects in high resolution. 

We note that, in a regular ptychographic implementation, a 
spatially confined probe beam is used for object illumination. 
The diffraction patterns are acquired as the object translates 
across the beam. This scheme can be directly implemented in a 
flow cytometer configuration where the flowing objects are 
illuminated by a spatially confined laser beam. An image sensor 
can be used to record the corresponding diffraction patterns as 
the object flows across the channel. This scheme, however, has 
two major drawbacks. First, the confined probe beam limits the 
imaging throughput as we can only track one or few objects at 
a time. Second, it is challenging to infer the positional shifts and 
the rotation angles of objects that pass through the confined 
probe beam. 

In this work, we employ full-field illumination that covers 
the entire microfluidic channel, addressing the throughput limit 
of the traditional ptychographic implementation. The 
ptychographic probe is provided by the scattering layer coated 
on the coverslip substrate. By using an image sensor with a 1.85 
µm pixel size, our device can resolve the 550 nm linewidth on 

Fig. 6 Optofluidic ptychographic reconstruction of high-resolution video using pressure-driven flow. (a) Captured raw images for 
the paramecium cells. (b) The recovered intensity and phase images at different time points. Also refer to Movie S1. 

Fig. 7 Sequential optofluidic ptychographic reconstruction of rotating objects at a video framerate of 30 fps. (a) Captured raw 
images for the paramecium cells. (b) The recovered intensity and phase images at different time points as the object rotates to 
different angles. Also refer to Movie S1. 
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the resolution target. The use of laser in our implementation 
allows us to capture images with a short exposure time (<0.2 
ms), addressing the motion blur issue of the flowing objects. 
The image quality can be further improved by reducing the 
spatial coherence of the laser source.   

In our imaging model, a transform  is applied to the 𝑇 𝑥𝑖,𝑦𝑖 ,𝜃𝑖{ ∙ }
object for modelling translation and rotation. This transform 
assumes the object to be rigid; no internal distortion or bending 
is allowed. Our ongoing effort is to adopt a more general 
transform that can model the internal distortion of the object. 
Our goal is to continuously monitor the behaviour of 
microorganisms with internal distortion at the camera 
framerate. We also not that, the dominant force effect in the 
fluid domain can be estimated according to the object position. 
It is possible to recover this position-based deformation 
information using the reported platform. If successful, it will 
open up new opportunities for quantitative cell screening and 
other fields.  

Lastly, the current platform cannot be used for high-
resolution fluorescence imaging. One solution is to apply 
speckle illumination for fluorescence objects and jointly recover 
the speckle pattern and the high-resolution object as 
demonstrated in Ref. 45.  

The development of ptychographic imaging in a flow 
cytometer configuration, currently in its infancy, will continue 
to improve in performance and expand in applications. The 
reported optofluidic ptychography technique is among the first 
steps in this direction.  
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